
In Defence of The Claws ofAxos

There are good books and there are bad
books. There are good films and there are bad
films. And it must be said that there are good
Doctor Who stories and bad Doctor Who
stories. The question of which are which, though, is
entirely subjective. For this reason there will
undoubtedly be people who don't see what all the
fuss is about over Genesis of the Da/eks or The
awes of Androzani (regularly voted the fans'
favourite two stories). The flipside of this is that
there are also people who enjoy stories popularly
considered to be turkeys, such as The Mark of the
Rani and even The Hams of Nimon. Such
judgements are, of course, entirely subjective.
There may be an element of retro-cool here,
finding a kitsch merit in the risible, as in the
appreciation of Ed Wood films, but it may be that
some stories are being unjustly pilloried.

One of these is The Claws ofAxos. This
story embodies many of the essential qualities of
the Pertwee era. Set during the Doctor's exile, it
features the UNIT family, the Master, the
bureaucracy of Earth (and England in particular)
and an alien threat to twentieth-century Earth: if
not a Yeti on the loo, then a fungus in the garden
shed.

From a narrative point of view, the story
has a great deal of drive. Events unfold at a rapid,
but not confusing pace. It is always clear to us why
characters perform particular actions. There is very
little purposeless running around. The first episode,
in particular, unfolds at a measured pace leaving
us, at the cliffhanger, wanting to know more about
this mysterious craft which has appeared almost
out of nowhere and its mysterious inhabitants,
despite having very little action. The cliffhanger
itself, featuring Jo Grant being menaced by an
Axon, is unimportant: it is identical to any other
"companion threatened by monster" cliffhanger in
any other story and is resolved in seconds at the
beginning of part two. The real draw that keeps us
watching for the second episode is the mystery of
what this craft is and what the various groups in
the welcoming party will want to do with it.

This is essentially a story about people. In
virtually all cases, the Doctor not excepted, the
characters are motivated by greed. Mr Chinn wants
Axonite for Britain and the status it will bring for
himself. Windsor wants the glory of achieving time
travel. The Doctor's alien origins are made very
clear to us by his opposition to Mr Chinn. He is not
a human being and barely understands the
differences between human nations, let alone has

patience with them. "England for the English,
indeed!", he fumes. The Doctor is simply filled with
contempt for the petty Chinn, who crows with
pleasure when Axos is a "perfect sitting target".
This sort of iclealism works wonderfully if we take
the point of view of the Doctor as a role model for
the pre- to early-teen age range. The irony is, of
course, that where at the beginning of the story the
authority figure of Chinn wishes simply to destroy
Axos, in later episodes it is only the Doctor who can
see that the authorities of Earth are being
hoodwinked by the Axon exploitation of their
greed.

Axos can also appeal to the Doctor's
greed, however. He is desperate for his freedom to
travel again in space and time, a freedom which he
seems to feel in his conversation with Windsor in
episode two may be restored by Axonite, and
which Axos offers to give to him by removing the
block the Time Lords have placed on his memory.
For this reason his apparent betrayal of his friends
is all too convincing. We have had the frustration
he feels hammered home to us in episode one,
when he insists to Chinn that if he could leave this
world of petty bureaucracy, he would. As such, his
attempted escape with the Master seems
shockingly credible. A similar view of the third
Doctor is given in Terrance Dicks's novel The Eight
Doctors, in which the third Doctor is almost ready
to steal the eighth'S TARDIS. In Axos he could have
abandoned Earth to its fate, just as he could have
taken his later selfs TARDIS, except that ultimately
that is not who the Doctor is. Given the choice of
"committing suicide" to save both his friends and
their world, or to make his escape, he will make
the ;acrificeg:ad~f (a- trait shown most 'notably in ..
Androzan~. This is one of the most noble traits of
the Doctor, whichever actor is playing him. A rightly
lauded moment in Lance Parkin's The Dying Days
sees the newly regenerated eighth Doctor willing to
give up his life for the sake of a cat. Not a galaxy, a
planet or even his companion, but a cat. There is,
however, a dark side to the Doctor, as shown by
the existence of the Valeyard in The Trial of a Time
Lorri, and while he is altruistic, he does not take
this to a fault; he has his own agenda. In Ax~ the
Doctor still wishes to escape Earth, and is almost
shamefacedly forced to admit it to Jo at the story's
conclusion. Although there is more to him than
greed, it is as much a part of him as Windsor or
Chinn. Ultimately, of course, the third Doctor's
greed for knowledge would lead him to disaster in
the Barry Letts scheme of things in Planet of the
Spiders.



The single greatest negative factor in
considering Axos must be the effects sequences,
which are appalling in comparison to some of the
other stories of season eight. The cause for this is
possibly that the script calls for things which were
too ambitious. While the producers of The X-HIes
would probably not even blink at the idea of
creating something "not built ...but grown", the
resources available to the Doctor Who team were
not nearly great enough to allow anything
believable. The set ofAxos itself is, frankly,
laughable. While this seems fair enough, since
however much money was thrown at the project
Axos was surely doomed to fail, it is rather more
mystifying to find that in none of the driving scenes
has any backdrop been spliced in, leaving our
heroes driving through a rather peculiar bluish-
purple world. It is a little hard to believe that the
same team as caused viewers to call in because
they were concerned about the church that had
apparently been destroyed in The Daemons are
responsible for this. In fact, the Axons in their
"depersonalised" form do not look at all bad. They
are suitably alien and scary, their ugliness showing
the true face ofAxos. In their more human
"personalised" form, however, they are somewhat
unconvincing, perhaps because we know all too
well that these are people in body suits with gold
eyepieces stuck on. Of course, it would be
extremely foolish to judge a story entirely on its
effects, and this is an aspect of a production which
can very easily date.

Perhaps the single most praiseworthy
point about Axos is Roger Delgado's portrayal of
the Master, showing how absolutely perfect he was
for the role. This is not the cackling pantomime
villain of the eighties but a ruthless individual
shockingly similar to the Doctor. When forced to
work with the Brigadier at the end of episOdethree,
the Master shows exactly the confidence and
ingenuity we might expect of the Doctor. In later
years we saw only one more example of this
genius, when the Master suggests a plan of action
in Logopolis leaving the Doctor admiring his

"brilliant mind". The rest of the time the Master's
technical skills seemed to be directed solely
towards repairing his TeE. At this point, however,
the Master is presented as being at least as clever
as the Doctor. Furthermore, while he may be evil,
he is by no means insane. He is a ruthless
opportunist, giving his assistance wherever it will
help him the most. Personally, I am looking
forward to David Mdntee's new paperback The
Face of the Enemy, presenting a whole story in
which the Master takes on the role of an assistant
to UNIT. His only true loyalty is to himself. As in
many other cases, in Axos the villain is given the
best lines, such as in his disgust at the Doctor's
"botch-up" attempts at repairing the TARDIS, and
greatest of all his deliciously sardonic suggestion to
the Brigadier:

"I suppose you can take the usual
precautions against a nuclear blast, like sticky tape
on the windows and that sort of thing".

This is a story largely about the Doctor
and the Master, and their respective attempts to
break free of Earth and Axos. Jo and the UNIT
soldiers have little to do but follow one or other of
the Time Lords around and get into trouble. Axos
at last sees the Doctor make some progress in his
repairs to the TARDIS, with the help ofAxos and
the Master, even if he is still left as "some kind of a
galactic yc-yo". He can successfully dematerialise
the TARDIS. With this in mind, it is somewhat ironic
that in the very next story the Time Lords allow
him to make his first journey through time and
space since his exile, and rather baffling that until
the beginning of season 10 he is convinced that the
problem affecting the TARDIS is in its
dematerialisation circuit.

In many ways Axos might be seen as an
'. ····absc!utely standard-Dcd:or.Who·'story-- of the

Pertwee years, having the presence of both the
Master and UNIT, as well as an insidious (not to
mention monstrous) threat to Earth. The third
Doctor's desire to provoke acceptance between
species on his temporary home planet is shown,
much as in The Silutians and The Sea Devils,
although this is soon pushed aside in favour of
simply defeating the monster. Axos is not by any
means one of the great Who stories, but it is
nevertheless entertaining, particularly in any scene
featuring the Master. It may not be complex,
allegorical or meaningful, but it is enjoyable. With
this in mind, it seems unjust to ridicule it.
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